Automated processing of state civil maps of middle scales
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Abstract: We want to provide information about the early stage of the automatization of civil topographic state maps in our presentation. Basic concepts and used procedures will be presented. Part of the presentation is database structure and implementation experiences. At the beginning is brief information about middle-scale topographic maps.
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1. Introduction

On March 1st, a partial automatization project of the generalization map content, text placement, and map frame design started. The project's aim is not full automatization but to significantly decrease the number of cases solved manually by operators (to shrink three year period of the state map actualization nowadays to 2 years in the future). This implementation project follows previous stages. First, one evaluated the possibility of automated generalization (2015-2017) for base topographic maps 1:10000, and the second one in the year 2019 focused on the implementation plan and selection of implementation team for this actual project. The map assembly line’s supposed enhancement is not only national map agency motivation for this project. The primary motivation is the continuously increasing difference between ZABAGED (Czech state database of fundamental geographic data) and base topographic map 1:10000. In the past, ZABAGED was derived from base map 1:10000, but in the last 20 years is the content of the ZABAGED enriched by features from cadastral maps, orthophotos, and lidar measurement. Therefore map 1:10000 is not just a symbolization of the ZABAGED, and generalization became a significant part of the assembly process. Finally, this project is the technological change of the map assembly line - nowadays, our national mapping agency uses ESRI ArcGIS Desktop custom environment with Oracle database system. Our project is reflecting a technological shift in both GIS and DBMS tools. User interface and graphic generalization are implemented into ArcGIS Pro, and application logic with model generalization routines are implemented into PostGIS.

1.1 Middle-scales state maps

State map work (civil one - more than 50years ago were military and civil national maps agencies separated, and still they are. Nevertheless, both map works use ZABAGED these days) encompasses middle map scales 1:10000,25000,50000 and 100000. In contemporary practice, maps in scales 1:10000 and 1:25000 are quite similar (annotations are strongly reduced on 1:25000, and some map features missing). Maps 1:50000 and 1:100000 are with a little exaggeration derived through enlargement or scaling-down compiled source map in scale 1:75000. Accidentally is a contemporary situation similar to old imperial map work in scales 1:25000 and 1:75000. Moreover, here we got another motivation of national map agency in the project - a clear definition of a separate map works to fit a particular scale better. Contemporary practice is a mostly manual derivation of the map 1:10000 from ZABAGED snapshot (automated processing is limited to very light vertices weeding. ArcGIS provided building simplification and elimination of small objects). Map 1:25000 is compiled similar way; some results of the map 1:10000 are transferred. The base for scales 1:50000 and 1:100000 was manually drawn 20 years ago from ZABAGED. That time was ZABAGED conform with scale 1:10000. Nowadays, just running a manual update by comparison with topical ZABAGED snapshot, which has much higher shape granularity. Above mentioned geometrical base of maps, 1:50000 and 1:100000 is under the name DATA50, available for free to download.

2. Project description

There are many conceptual approaches to the implementation of automated cartographic generalization. In our proposal, several concepts are synthesized, among significant resources belongs from theory (Brassel and Weibel, 1988) and from pragmatic (Lecordix and Lemarié, 2007),(Schürer, 2008). Our approach is based on rule-oriented processing, which encompasses the following principles:

• We try to define a deterministic system that covers a significant part of collision situations by massive rules.
• Similar rules support situations uncovered by identifiable rules.
• Too complicated, less frequent, and dissimilar situations are left for human operators.
• Rules are compiled based on map features in a collision, topometric relationships surrounding the collision, and finally, the relationship of colliding objects to the identified structures.
• Set of constraints identifying collisions.
• Collisions are processed
Generalization processing is divided into:

- Structure recognition and description (derived from source ZABAGED data). Structures can be either a single object, group of objects with various orders or zones.
- Object surrounding situation topometric description (used for rule identification and topological check).

Model generalization is applied to previous model generalization as scales follow; just model generalization of the map 1:50000 is applied on the results of the graphical generalization of the map 1:25000.

Figure 1. Process diagram with particular steps included for specific scale.
2.1 Knowledge acquisition

Knowledge acquisition is made by a combination of several methods. The first input was a list of most frequent collision situations provided by operators from the national mapping agency (NMA). That source was followed by a set of interviews with operators related to the map compilations. NMA provided us old manuals for map compilations. We are running extensive carto-metric measurements over ZABAGED and DATA50 (geometry of maps 1:50000). We are also trying to identify generalization procedures on middle-scale maps in our area in the 20th century. Last but not least is the analysis of the publications related to the automatization of the map compilation of other European NMAs. Surprisingly, identification of constraints is more complicated than rules. The same trouble is acquisition structures from operator interviews.

2.2 Application design

As was already mentioned, implementation of the generalization procedures running in ArcGIS Pro and PostGIS environments. Nevertheless, we do not use any generalization function implemented in ArcGIS Pro or PostGIS - we use geometric engines and in-house routines. Structure recognition and model generalization is implemented in C language, user interface, and graphic generalization in C#. We also do not use ArcGIS Pro database connector, but in-house developed one.

In the tender part of the project and this early stage of the regular part of the project, we are dealing with terrain steps (slopes, trenches, embankments, cuts), representing the most exhausting work for operators at the map 1:10000 (40-60% time concerning map sheet configuration). Slopes are the weakest and most frequent map feature with productive interaction with communications and water shores. Besides generalization, slopes need harmonization of the visualization to be included in the processing.
3. Implementation into PostgreSQL database system

Our decision to use the PostgreSQL database system for analysis and model generalization, which will also serve as the main data store, was based on the assumption that we do not want to send large amounts of data between parts of the generalization systems during the computations. However, it was clear in advance that the implementation of some algorithms in PL/pgSQL will be complicated. Firstly, PL/pgSQL is an interpreted language that is more of a superstructure over the classic SQL language and therefore does not provide enough performance for compute-intensive operations. Sometimes code implemented in PL/pgSQL can be up to 100 times slower than similar code implemented in C. Secondly, the implementation of some algorithms would be very time consuming using PL/pgSQL syntax.

An alternative was the possibility of other branches of procedural languages implemented to PostgreSQL, such as PL/Java, PL/Python or PL/JavaScript. At first, this option seemed relatively feasible but the projects seemed relatively unmaintained, and these languages also used the database connectors of each language to communicate with the database, so this approach would not work for us, because the data would not be processed directly in the database.

Finally, we decided to use functions written in C. Since PostgreSQL is written in C, there is relatively good support for this way of writing functions. In terms of performance, this is practically the best option that PostgreSQL provides. Moreover, due to the existence of the PostGIS library (which is also written in C), it is possible to get a huge number of examples written by experts.
PostgreSQL plugin written in C looks can be found in the PostgreSQL documentation.

The VectGen algorithm code sample can also be seen below. Input parameters are sent to the function via macros. This bridges the problem of data type mismatch between SQL and C. Type checking of input parameters takes place in the corresponding SQL function, which is one level higher than the C function.

4. Conclusion
The project is in the beginning. We focus on slope processing on larger-scale maps as a demonstration topic for application design. Parallel, we start water streams scale processing.
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